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äf th" "on."ntration. The variatioi is according to the law of physiological
stimuti in general as expressed by the weber-Fechner law,a namely, Sensation : K log. of stimulus-intensity.
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of detecting stuffiness or lack of freshness in the air. Sensitive persons
are occasionally affected in a pathological way by sitting in such roonìs. The
capable

untoward effects of body odors on appetite for food and perforrnance of plrysical work were studied extensively by winslow and Palmer in the laboratories
of the New York State Commission on Ventilatiorr.o

Despite the opposing schools of thought concerning the health aspects of bocly
odors, the general agreement is that they should be controlled preferably by
personal habits of cleanliness, or by ventilation and air conditioning, as it is
difficult to control the sou'rce of odor itself. According to the latest views the
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The experiments were carried out in two adjoining rooms, on the northwest
side of the building, The rooms were approximately identical, having a floor
area of 155 sq ft, a ceiling height of 9 ft 2% in., a window area of 20 sq ft
and a net air space of 1410 cu ft approximately. The windows rvere weatlierstripped and all cracks carefully sealed with adhesive tape.

of the rooms,

hereafter referred to as the experi'rental room, was
occupied by the subjects who constituted the source of odor production. The
other room served as a control room for the judges who estiurated the oclor
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average odor intensity recorded by the judges in each test under equilibrium
conditions. Abscissae give the corresponding quantity of outdoor air supplied
per person per minute. In most instances the total air supply was 30 cfm per
person (black circles) part of which (X) was taken from outdoors and the
remaining part (30-X) was recirculated. The white circles represent tests in
which there was no recirculation.
The ñrst thing to notice in Fig. 2 is that when the odor intensity as perceived
by the sense of smell is plotted against the logarithm of the outdoor air supply
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the relationship is linear. This is in accord with the Wel¡er-Fechner law of
physiological reactions in general, nanrely,
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Translated into words, the strength of body odor perceived by the sense of
snrell on entering an occupied room fronr relatively clean âir varies inversely
as the log. of the outdoor air supply. The same fundamental law applies to
the sense of hearing, and it may be of interest to call attention to the fact that
our standards for noise and sound have been determined by similar subjective
tests using the normal human ear for crite;ion.

It is seen in Fig. 2 that the body odor was very strong and disagreeable
when the outdoor air supply per person was under 3 cfm, the strength decreasing arithmetically as the air supply increased logarithmically. The minimum
air supply reguired to dilute the odor to the allowable intensity of 2 under the

r
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given conditions (200 cu ft air space per person, no air conditioning) is about
per person. With 30 cfm per person, the odor is still readily detectable
16
not objectionable.
but"f.
Recirculation does not seem to affect the odor strength appreciably, as shown
by the black and white circles in Fig. 2. In other words, from the standpoint
of body odor, a room can be ventilated just as well with an outdoor air supply
of 16 cfm per person as with a total supply of 30 cfm, about f of which is
recirculated. Recirculation is often desirable for adequate distribution and
temperature control, but one of the disadvantages is that it smells up the ducts,
fans, etc., and unless the system is flushed frequently with clean air, higher air
quantities will be needed to obtain satisfactory results.
Sex was not a factor in odor intensity and ventilation requirenents in all
instances in which female subjects used no perfumery of any sort, including
face powder, before conring to the tests. Results of two series of experiurents
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Table 2. Similar tests with grade school boys and girls showed no appreciable
difference in odor intensity that could be attributed to sex.
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with children of average class.
Grade school children between 7 and' 14 years old have, apparently, an
equation of their own. In spite of snraller body surface and lower total metabolism, they give off more odor than the adults and the air requirement is
therefore considerably greater. The upper curve in Fig. 3 shows tlre results on
a group of children of average or balanced socio-economic status. The conditions of the experiments u/ere more or less comparable to those in schoolroonrs
with respect to air space, method of ventilation, activity, etc. The lower curve
is reproduced from Fig. 2 for comparison with the results of adults under
similar conditions. Whereas in the case of adults an outdoor air supply of
16 cfm per person \À/as sumcient to take care of objectionable body odors, in
children the air supply had to be increased to 2l cfm per child.
(c) Observations with adolescent children.
Adolescent boys and girls between the ages of 16 and 20 years yielded results
closer to those of adults than those of grade school children. In 4 experiments,
with a total of 28 adolescent boys and girls, using an air flow óf about 10.5 cfm
per person, the odor intensity aveiaged 2.5 -+ 0.13, as compared with 2.4 for
the adult subjects (See Fig. 2) and 2.7 for the grade school children (See
Obríervations
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Fig. 3) under identical conditions. It may therefore be assurned that
requirerlents of adolescent children and adults are practically the san're.

the

Air Space, Odor Intensity and Venlilalíon, Requ.irønents
(a) Observations with sedentary adult subjects.
The nun-rber of persons occupying a room appears to be a very inrportant
factor affecting odor intensity and air requirernent as shown in Fig. 4. The
3 curves represent results with 3,7,and14 subjects in the room, corresponding
to floor areas of ll, 22, and 52 sq ft per person and air spaces of 100, 200,
and 470 cu ft respectively. The nriddle curve is reproduced frorn Fíg. 2 rvithout the points.
With 470 cu ft of air space per person, which is more or less representative
of conditions in homes, uncrowded offices, and the like, the air requirement
&
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frohr the standpoint of body odor was 7 cfm per person; with 200 cu

space, it was about 16 cfm per person,
almost 25 cfr¡ or 3f times as great as with an air space of 470 cu ft.
With constant air supply the intensity of body odor varied inversely with
the log. of the air space. The relationship is shown in Fig. 5 front which it is
possible to compute the ventilation requirenrents for interrlediate densities of
occupancy. There is no way to tell, except by actual tests, whether the values
would hold with ceiling heights much greater than l0 ft, as for instance in
theaters. The diffusion characteristic nray be different there.
(b) Observations with children of average class.
Fig. 6 shows a similar picture with children as subjects. Comparison with
Fig. 5 will reveal again higher odor intensities ancl air requirenrents in children
than in adultS in all 3 series of experiments. The ventilation requirernents for
children corresponding to the allowable odor intensity of 2 are
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The Influence of Air Conditiouirtg Processcs on Odor Intensity and Ventilatiott
Rcquirements
The usual methods of washing, humidifying or cooling recirculated air were
found to remove a considerable amount of odor, thus making it possible to
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over the surface cooler, and to less than 4 cfm per person when tþe mixture
was passed through the spray dehunidifier. In the last instance the odor
intensity appears to be almost independent of the outdoor air supply. The
performance of the dehumidifrer nray be more appreciated by calling attentiot-r
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reduced from 16 cfm Per
spondingly
-ät.
o"i ï"tton when the mixture of
through the centrifugal humidifier or

to the fact that the odor intensity cannot be lowered much below 1.5 when the
total air circulation is linrited to 30 cfm per person, even with a cleaner
efficiency of 100 per cent (see Fig. 8). A possibility of olfactory delusion,
rather than true odor absorption, cannot be entirely discounted.
While the results obtained with the surface cooler and centrifugal humidiñer
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More important appearS to be the cleanliness of the spray rvater, and waterstorage c"pacity of ìire clehumidifier tank, In most of the experinrents uuder
consiãerati,on iold water was punrped to the sprays from a separate brine
water-cooler having a storage capacity of 310 gal. The capacity of the dehumiclifier tank itself was l0 gal. Another pump returned warm water from
the dehunridifier tank to the brine water cooler. It is evident that the odor
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The inrportance of clean fresh water nray be appreciated by the results of
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In-discussing subjective inrpressions of air r¡uality from the standpoint of air
supply, two different viewpoints must be taken inø consideration
ia) that of
the visitor upon entering a rootn fro'r clean air and (ä) that of tlìe'occupant
a
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ventilation starrdards both of which are valuable, the choiðe clepencling upon the
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attendant or teacher in the chilrlrerr's experinrents. These data are necessarily
limited because each test yielded a single observation only, that of the attendant
or teacher. In experinrents witlì 3 clrildren, oltservatiorrs of air quality had
to be onritted as the children were unattencled.

To check this apparent close corresporrclence between prinrary iutpressions of
oclor intensity and seconclary irrrpressions of air rluality we plotted the values
T^sLE
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Impressions of judgcs upon entering room from rclatively clean air of thrcshold odor intensity.

of

these trvo variables, appearing in Talllcs 5 arrd 6, against oue another, as
shown irr Fig. ll. It can be seen that thc factors of air supply, air space, as
well as those pertaining to individual diffcrences antl to air corxlitioniug processes, alurost disappear fronr the picture, iudicating that an underlying factor
in air quality, when both terrrperature and lrunridity are controlled, is the
odoriferous organic ntatter given off by the human body. This is in spite of
the fact that the subjects thenrselves could not snlell the odor. Air flow, air

I
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space, air conditioning processes, and personal sanitation, are apparently secondary factors affecting the concentration of the odoriferous matter.
In the Study of the N. Y. State Comnrission on Ventilation, Winslow and

Palruer 10 arrived

at a sonrewhat analogous conclusion fronr an entirely dif-

ferent angle. Quoting fronl their original report'-r'these experiments seem
to warrant the conclusion that there are substances in the air of an unventilated
occupied roour (even wherr tenrperature and humidity are controllecl) which in
son're *ay and without protlucing conscious tliscomfort or detectable physioTnsLa
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MEAN AIR
OuÀLrrY

NUMBER oF'
OBsERvATroNs

PERSoN

Air
Under 6
10-15

t9-23
30

Space

per Child

13.0

4.8

3.67
2.48

30.0

1.ó5

l.9l

2t.t

Air

Space per Child

15.7

15.7

21.8
31.5

2t.8

2.80
2.34

31.5

1.90

Cu Ft
)
5

2.5 (Poor to Fair)
3.4 (Fair to Good)

4

3.:8

,,

(Good)

4.0 (Good)

Cu Ft
3.0 (Fair)
3.5 (Fair to Good)
4.0 (Good)

logical synrptonls dimin¡sh the appetite for food. The observed beneficial effects
of fresh air may to some extent be connected with this phenotnenon."
CÀn¡oN D¡oxrne IN RELATIoiv To OUTboOR Arn SuppLy ÂND ODoR l¡.ltnr¡srtv
Since the tiure of Max vou Pettenkofer, about 75 years ago' the carbon
dioxide corrtent of air in occupiecl rooms has been widely used as a measure of
fresh air supply and a convenient yardstick for the degree of air vitiation by
products of organic deconrposition from the human body.' The value of this
index in ventilation work has often been questioned by nrany woikers, and
recently by Houghten rr who showed that changes in the nloisture content of
air in occupi.d iooms constitute a more reliabÈ and convenient index of air
supply than CO, itself. Houghten did not, however, measure the actrtal CO,
content of air in ltis experintents but he conrputed it from apProximate metabolic relationships.
In the present study the actual CO, in the air was determined in rnost experiments near the end of the tests, at different stations inside the experimental
to Efiect Upon Apoetite of the Chemical Constituents of the Air in Occupied Rmms, C.-E. .4.
Winslow and G. T. Palmer, Proc. Soc. Biol. & Mcd., vol. 12, p, 141 (1914-15).
¡r Indices of Air Change and Air f)istribution, l¡. C. Hou¿hten and J. L. Blackshaw, A. S.
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corridor. The relationship between CO,
air supply is given in Fig. 12. The curve was drawn fronr the

room or in the exhaust leading to the

and outdoor

well known formula
Cfm per person:

100

CO,-3
the average value of CO, in parts per

10,000 as
where 3.5 is approximately
found in the air èntering tlre apparatus before mixing with recirculated air.
Although the theoretical curve roughly averages the experimental points,
great discrepancies occur in the steep portion of the curve which happens to
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To rHE Spncrunn CoNorrroxs

be the practical range uSed in ventilation work. For example, a CO, of about
9 parts per 10,000 may mean an actual ventilation rate between 15 and 30 cfnr

of 100 per cent, depending largely upon the
of CO, given off by the particular group of occuPants in the room'
The curve is so steep for ventilation rates al¡ove l0 cfm, that even small indiper person, or a maximum error
amount

vidual variations in CO, output correspond to large variations in thc
The usual errors in determining CO, add to the discrepancies.

air supply.

For airflows under l0 cfm per person, the discrepancy is not so great, but
the computed air flow fronl the equatjon is almost always higher than the
actual airflow, owing presumably to abðorption of CO, by the walls, furniture,
clothing, etc., when the concentration is high.

As an index of body odor CO, appears to be still worse, as can be gathered
from the dispersion of the experinrental points in Fig. 13. The reasons are
quite obvious. Suppose, for instance, that a person takes no bath for a week
or tvtro, the odor intensity would be considerably increased (see Fig. 9) but

I
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the CO, output woul<I barely be affected. Children, for example, in spite of
their lorv CO,, excretion give off Inore odor than the aclults (Fig. 13) owing
largely to differences in bathing habits and cleanliness of clotlring, as has been
related. On the other ltancl, when recirculated air is passed through an airwasher, the water retttoves a considerable portion of the odoriferous nratter
without affecting nruch tlte concentration of CO, (Fig. 13).
In the light of these and other sinlilar data by the New York State Commission on Ventilation, and others,.it is eviclent that a great deal of unjustifred
effort would be savecl by discontinuìng the usuâl measurenìents of CO, in ordinary ventilatiou work, except perhaps in instances in which the airflow is well
vtny olw.t
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under 10 cfnr per persorì. Factors pertaining to air distribution can be stuclied
mucl'r easier by viriations of terrrpèrature and air uloveutent from station to
station tlran by variations 9f COr, as outlined in the A¡vrenlcÀN SocIErY oF
He¡rr¡{c AND VENrrLArrNc ENGTNEERS GuIDE (1935, p. 51).

THe A. S. H. V. E. ¡,r¡o Otrr¡n E¡nr,rpn St¡rvp¡nos

In Table 7 are sunrnrarized the ventilation requirements under various conditions as determined in the present stucly. The inrpossibility of fixing any
single value that would apply under all conditions is evident. Each case would
have to be considered on its own merits. The A. S. H. V. E. provisional standaid of 10 cfm per person seems to be a more or less fair average value for
àdult persons where the air space per occupant is between 250 and 500 cu ft per
occupânt. trt falls far too short in grade schools attended exclusively by children of poor districts, assuming that the results are representative, and some-
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what too long when the air is cooled and dehumidified in a spray-type air conditioner.
Likewise the results of the present study are not necessarily contradictory
to those of the old nrasters (De Chaurnont, Parkes, Billings, ancl others). The
TnpLs
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UNoen V¡ntous CoNorr¡or¡s
(Provisionol Values Subjecl lo Reaision uþon Comþlel.ion of Worh)
RseulREMENTs
BasaD oN
IMPREssfoNs oF

REQUIREMENTS

ArR

BASED oN

SPACE

pen Persot.t

TYPE oÍ'OccuP^NTS

PRIMARYB

Cu Fr

Heating Season with or without Recirculation.
Sedentary Adults of Average SocioEconomic Status.

of Average
Economic Status.
Sedentary Adults of Average
Economic Status.
Sedentary AJults of Average
Sedentary Adults

25

23

200

t6

l1

300

l2

500

7

200

23

så"iã-

Average
Average
Average
Average

Class
Class
Class
Class

100

29

200
300
500

2t
t7

Grade School Children of Poor Class.

200

38

Grade School Children o[ Better Class

200

18

Grade School Children of Best Class.

100

22

:

School
School
School
School

of
of
of
of

ConditioneC.

100

Socio-

Laborers
Children
Children
Children
Children

Air Not

CFÀt PER PERSoN

Socio-

Economic Status.

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

occupr¡rsb

IMPREssroNs

CFM PER PERsoN

>5

15

11

Hcating Scason. Air Humidiñed by Means of Centrifugel Humidifrer.
Total Air Circulation 30 Cfm per Person.
Sedentary

Adults.

I

I
2ooltrl

i

I

Summer Season. Air Cooled and Dehumidified by Means of a
Total Air Circulation 30 Cfm per Person.
Seclentary

.

Adutts.

2oo I
I

I

tn"

Impressione upon ente¡ing ræm from relatively clean air at threshold odor
- 2. (For scale, s€e Table t).

intensity
Þ
o

Dehumidilier
óo

intensity. Allowable odor

Corresponding to an a¡r quality of fair to good.
Values provisionally rætricted to the conditions o[ the tests'

differences

in the requirements

7)

between then (50

to 30 cfm per pupil) and
of personal sanita-

are accountable by differences in standards
tion, as Fig. 9 would seem to indicate.

now (Table

In the light of the present study. two sets of

requirements are suggested
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as shown in Table 2 to serve two different purposes. In buildings with transient occupants, such as theaters, banks, restaurants, and the like, where the
primary in'rpression of the patrons upon entering is of consiclerable inrportance,
ihe higher requirements would be better suited in spite of the higher cost. On
the other hand, in homes, offices, schools, etc., the lower or secondary requirements may be urore desiral¡le from the econoulic standpoint. Lacking values in
Table 7 will be completed soon and weak data will be strengthened and revised
in accordance with additional work. The important omission of information
on winter air conditioning will also be attended to.
It should be clearly understood that the requirements in Table 7 are average
values determined by averaging impressions of a large group of Persons. Inclividual variations will naturally occur; there will always be a f ew persons who
would prefer somewhat higher standards as well as a few others who woulcl
be content with lower standards.
Given the specifications of nrinimum oirtdoor air requirernents uncler various
conditions, the problem would then resolve to recirculating a sufficient amount
of air when nee<lecl in order to naintain proper tenlperature, humidity, ancl air

nloveruent. Temperature, in fact, is one of the nrost inrportant factors in air
quality and unless it is controllcd the quality will suffer badly no matter rvl.rat
the outdoor air supply, particularly rvhen the air is overheated.
Su:uuenv

l. The outdoor air requirements for ventilation under co¡.nfortable condition
of tenrperature and humidity have been determined from printary impressions
of odor intensity upon entering occupied roonls and fronr impressions of the
occupants themselves after exposures of 3f hours to the conditions investigated.

2. Wicte individual variation occurred in the anlount of odor entittetl by vari-

of persons, according to socio-economic status, especially the bathing
habits of individuals and cleanliness of clothirrg. Children, as a rulei, gave off
nrore odor than adults, and their bathing habits wcre deficient.
3. Even healthy cleau persons freshly after a bath gave off an appreciable
anrount of odor which required fron 15 to l8 cfnr of outdoor air per person

ous groups

in order to dilute it to a concentration tlrat was not objectionable to persons
entering the room from relatively clean air. A week after a bath the ventilation requirenrent of children increased from 18 to 29 cfm, as conrpared with
an increase of from l5 to 20 in the case of adults.
4. With a given group of occupants the intensity of body odor perceived
upon entering a room from relatively clear air (air with threshold oclor intensity) varied inversely with the logarithm of the quantity of outCoor air supplied
ancl the logarithnr of the air space allowed per person.
5. Untreated recirculated air in any amount had no effect on odor intensity
or quality of air.
6. The usual processes of washing, humidifying, cooling, and dehumidifying
recirculated air apparently removed a considerable amount of body odor and,
under certain conditions, practically the maximum íì.nrount possible by the use
of known processes.
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7. Unrler conrfortable conditions of temperature and hunriclity, both prinrary
and secondary intpressions of air quality were founcl to be related closely to the
concentration of odor in the air, despite the fact that the occup¿u.tts thenrselves
could not srnell the odor.
8. Based upon these impressions, two sets of ventilation requireurents were
derived for various groups of individuals under various conditions as summarized in Table 7. The impossibility of fixing any single standard that would
apply under all conditions is clearly evident. Each case, it rvould seem, nrust
be considered on its own merits,
9. The concentration of CO, in the air of occupied roonrs proved to be an
unreliable index of ventilation, from the standpoint of both outdoor air supply
and odor intensity.
Acxr,¡owr,Eoc rur' ¡¡t

Most of the pleliminary painstaking rvork was done by Messrs' J. W.
Buford, Gayle Priester, and Joseph Gessner, to whont the authors are greatly
indebted.

DISCUSSION
J. D. Cassnr-r: This paper is of particular interest to rne as it strcngthens the
of the Pennsylvania State Conrnlittec appointed to stucly arì([ report on
rules to goveru air supply to public school classroonrs' At the start of our work
the State Committee ãdopted the rcport of the Ventilatiorr Standards Committee
of this Socicty, by providing l0 cu ft of outside air, and 20 cu ft of recirculated air
per occupant of room. These proportions werc found insufficient to elinlirrate offeusive odors; so after further investigation the Comntittee 6nally agrecd on 15 cu ft
of outside air and 15 cu ft recirculated air per nritrute per occupatìt of roonr. This
ñnat report has not been made public, probably due to a change itr state atlmirlis-

conclusious

tration.

I

wish to congratutatc Profcssor Yaglou, not only on this most thorough

and

enlightening paper, but also in the ntasterly nanlter in which hc prescnted it. I lrope
to hear comments from other school nteu Þresent, By the way, I anr tlo longcr a
school man; there comes a time in some men's lifc whën they just can't take it, and

I

am ór¡e.

brings to mind an experience we had in Kansas City
elementary school in the north end of the city
for serving children such as Professor Yaglou rcferred to as coming from the nlore
unfortunate class, The building was equipped with a warm blast fan system, with
air washer, automatic temperature and humidity control and so dantpered that not
only outside air in toto coutd be used but air could be recirculated on a basis of
one-third, two-thirds or in toto, the air supplied renraitring constant at 30 cfm per
pupil. We soon found we were getting no place on a recirculation basis on account
of odors which were at times nauseating. Everr the use of outside air in toto failed
to elinrinate the objections.
The Principal on investigation soon found that a large uumber of these youngstcrs
ìvere sent to school by their parents literally sewe<l up for the winter. He in:mediatety took it upon himself to change the situation by requirirrg each child to take
a warm shower bath once a week at the school, although eucouutering vigorous
opposition from some o[ the parents. The objectionable odors soon disappeared as
did atso the objections from the parents. Afterwards it was found possible to recircutate through the air washer as much as two-thirds of the total without objectionable odors.

N. W. Dowxns: This paper

some years

ago. We built a 3O-room

)
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G. P. Erl¡s: In Pittsburgh we contiuue to use 30 cfm per pupil. However, in
schools now being built and in operation since September 1, we have equipment
whereby we can recirculate 50 per cent, but the control of that equipment and the
capacity of the equipment is such that we can adjust it up to 30 cfm whenever we
fcel like it, arrd feel it is necessary to do so.
J. N. Hao¡rsxv: I do not represent Detroit officially, but I know the conditions
there as they existed during the period 1920 to 1928. The practice during that time
was to circulate 30 cfnr per person. The percentage of recirculated air is dependent
on outside temperature. A fair average for the cold winter period was 50 per cent.
I¡ sorrre of the schools irr the outlying subdivisions, outside of the city limits, it was
e common practice, in very cold weather, to close'the fresh air dampers altogether.
Naturally the odors in the rooms were very noticeable.
I made a test once in a small school, with a ventilating system handling 30,000 cfm.
If the fresh air dampers were closed for half hour, the odors become very noticeable,
in spite of the continual washing of the 100 per cetrt recirculated air.
I should like to ask Professor Yaglou a question in connection with his tests when
expanded surface coils were used. Some years ago when I was testing some âir
cooling units, I noticed that the units having direct expansion coils and adjusted to
keep the coils just frost covered, thç unit did not keep the air in the room as fresh
as when the room was cooled with the unit using cold water as the cooling medium
in the coils. Irr this last case the wetted surface of the coil seemed to have a better
cleansing effect upou the recirculated air than the dry, frost covered coil, of the
direct expansion type. The condensation which was collected, showed by its color
that it had a great deal of dirt and color.
Mn. Snnpr¡nn¡: I would like to ask Professor Yaglou if the water used in the
spray type dehumidiñer was fresh or had been used long enough to become saturated
relative to the odors.
S. R. Lnwrs: To say that 50 per cent or 20 per cent of the air delivered to a
school roonr is outside air arrd that the balar:ce is recirculated air means very lit[le
in practical service because ducts and walls are so porous and leaky that no exact
or consistent measurement is possible. The recirculated part of the air may be
badly contaminated or it may be uncontaminated even though it has traversed the
room.

The distribution of the air within the room so that each occupant shall receive
his share of the entering air has a very great deal to do with thc problenr. Suppose
that actually 25 per cerrt outside air and 75 per cent recirculated air are introduced.
If each person receives his share there may be no evidence òf odor or of improper
heat removal. However, there are the ever-present conditions of poor distribution,
dead corners, down drafts fronr cool windows, aud up drafts fronl warm surfaces,
which create turmoil and which render the equal distribution of the air a complex
matter,

There is in my experience neither odor trouble nor temperature control trouble
attending partial recirculation but I doubt whether the exact amount of contact with
contamirrated air can be measured or expressed as a perceutage unless the room and
ducts are. bottle-tight.
Me¡rr¡¡n: The water used in the air washers of the Chicago Public School systems
is supplied continuously fresh. A ll-in. pipe runs into the tank while the air is being
recirculated, and a certain level is maintained for overflow. A great number of our
troubles originate with odors in connection with these systems.

J, J. A¡¡enr.v: It is not gracious at this time for a committee member to make a
critical analysis of the report his chairman submits. For this reason I would like

to make only a few friendly remarks.
This is a very significant paper. The air conditioning engineer has

recognized
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the importance of the need for control of odors iu ventilating systenìs. I have had
occasion to investigate a number of air conditionirrg jobs a long tinre after the engi¡eer had completed his work. Without exceptiou, the problenr today in thcse systents
is the elinrination of odors.
I would like to say, Profcssor Yãglou, that it would be well to urake sorne irrtèrrsive study of the effect of air-washers, particularly those systeurs where tlew point
control is used and similar controls where the water is recirculated. It nray be that
under these conditions the effectiveness of air-washers will uot be as great, although

I think your findings are substantially correct for non-recircutated water. I think
you will all agree with me that Professor Yaglou did a mighty fine þiece of work.
W. H. Dnrscor-l: I think this is one of the ñnest corrtributions to the literature
of this Society we have had in many a day. Those of us who worked on the Ventilation Standards Committee, know how difficult was the problern of arriving at a
decision as to what we should set up as the minimunl outdoor air requirement.
I think that Conrmittee worked for well orr to two years, possibly more than two
years, before it had its report in final shape for submission to this Society. I venture
to say that nine-tenths of the time v/e spent in debate and discussion was spent in a
consideration of the question of air volume, aud outdoor air requirements'
When we finally decided that we would take l0 cfm per persorì as the mininrum,
it was a sheer compromise, merely an attetnpt to 6nish thc work of the Committee
and get the report before the Society. There was a difference of opinion as to
whether the 30 cu ft that have been set up as a standard since time immemorial
should be adopted, or whether no cubic feet, for which there was very aggressive
support, not necessarily within the Committee but from outside of the Comrnittee,
on the theory that no scientific studies had ever beeu nrade to support the necessity
for the introduction of any outdoor air as a ventilation requirement.
The work that Professor Yaglou has done has helped rnaterially to bring out the
necessity of some outdoor air. I am quite sure that it will galvanize into activity
the Committee on Ventilation Standards which has beeu inactive for some time,
primarily because we wanted the standards that we had set forth to circulate, to be
tried out, to get the reactions that might come frotn them.

I

think that Professor

Yaglou deserves our gratitude and I want at this momeut to pay my personal tribute
to him for what he has done, and the great work he has always done for this
Society. I have every confidence in the 6ndings arìd conclusions arrived at by hinr
in the investigations he makes. I know something of his work. I keep in close
coqt¡at.with him, and I feel that he has given us something to work on that we have
d¿i€r lled bcfore in the history of ventilation.
Mrx¡rn: I am particularly interested in the length of time these occupauts were
exposed. It would have a direct bearing on the results.
Mn. H,us : I was interested in the tremendous effect the per cubic foot of space
givetr in this paper
of occuparrt
-be had on the total air circulated. In totating the values
it will ¡roted that six times as much air per hour is required, if ii is circulated
in a small space; as if one sixth of the amourrt of additional space in the volunre of
the room is provided. What difterence does it make whether the air is in the room,

or circulated?
E. V. FrNnn¡N : It appears to me on the air washer chart that the curve is drawn
with the wrong slope. This curve indicates that a bad odor conditiorr rvould never
be reached, yet if it is extrapolated on the other end, an inñnite quarrtity of outside
air is required to approach a basic tevel.
J. H. V^r,ll Arssunc: This is a fine paper

:i::

t:
iil
l,l
!rll

which has a direct and practical application.
hope that the Committee and the investigati
series of conclitions, such as the requirements

in railroad sleepiug

cars.
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Hrll: I canrìot let the opportunity Co by to have my say on this subwant to agree with Mr. Aeberly about the inrportance of the subject of odors.
It is a thing I seld<.¡nr do is to agree with Mr. Aeberly, but I will in this case.
The papcr is good; it is giving us information that we need, but it seems to nre
that u'e could get nrore fuudamental infornlation if we approached the problem in a
Dn. E. V.

ject. I

little diffcrent

way.

If I

want to know how much air is required to remove the odors from a human
beirrg, I would test the amount of odors given oft by a human being nude, without
arry clothes on. Then I would put the clothing in a cabinet and see how much air
was required to renrove odors from the clothes. In that way you would have some
fundamerrtal i¡rformation.

given off by normal healthy clean human bodies.
Professor Yaglou indicated tlre fallacy in the presentation by showing the difference iu the air requirenrent after the children were washed, so it seems to me that
we should get away from this silly old idea we have got to experimerrt with nor-

mally clothed
He would be

mental work
do our experi

of air orr nud
Mn. Dnrscor,r,: Somebody always gets up and disagrees with Dr. Hill so I don,t
warlt to disappoint him. I am concerned primarily with people who are clothed,

and the circumstauces under rvhich we as errgineers have to treat those people.
w- F. cnnrsrrrr.n¡ : This discussion refers to the idea that we have a bare room,
with no draperies, rugs, or thirrgs of that nature. what effect on the recomnrendation that Professor Yaglou nrakes has the question of draperies or rugs or arry odorgiving device of that nature? All of the discussion up to this time sèen¡s to be concenred with the odor question. I would like to knor.r' if there is any effect on the
bacteriological count with regard to the amount of outside air introduced.
l'f n. A¡¡¡nrv: Although this paper clearly irrdicates that the rcsults obtained rvith
air-rvashers are basecl on nou-recirculation of the wash water, this fact should be
emphasized because irr practice sirnilar results are ofttimes expected, but are not
obtaiued when wash waters are recirculated.
PnoFEsson Y,lcrou: I agree rvith you, r{r. Aeberly; in our experiments the spray
water was recirculated but it was changed in every experiment. Also a greater
anrount of water was sprayed per unit volume of air handled, than in commcrcial

air

washers.

A

common question has been the effect of water purity of the air wâsher. Tl¡is
was an important factor, and one or tu,¡o of you probably missed it in the paper.
You will find on page 146 the importance of keeping the rvater fresh, that is chailing
the water in the air washer every day, or as, in our case, after every experiment. Exposure irr all experiments was 3l hours as indicated on the slides. In most
instarrces it was not necessary to continue the experiments that long, but we did,
nevertheless. E(uilibrium was established in one to three hours, deõénding on thó
air space per person and amount of outside air introduced to the room.
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